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WHAT: The Annual M&DRC HAMFEST
WHEN: Door opens at 10 am
WHERE: Southern Community Center – 27 Rupert Drive Mulgrave.
Enter via Huxley Drive off Police Road.
HOW MUCH: $7 – Free Tea & Coffee + One (1) Major Door Prize Entry Ticket
LOST? Repeater Communications: Contact the MDRC Hamfest via
VK3RSE, 439.900 MHz.
EATS: Enjoy the famous egg and bacon breakfast sandwich and sausage or burger with onions for lunch.
Traders information
 Doors open early for traders.
 Tables are $20 for a 1.8M table
 Traders get one (1) entry and (1) helper sticker, as well as a meal voucher, included within their table fee. (Per Table)
Contact Details
Contact Graeme VK3GL or Lee VK3GK for table bookings, tables are limited so get in early!
E-mail hamfest[at]mdrc[dot]org[dot]au for bookings.
© All material in this magazine is subject to Australian Copyright Laws. Contact the editor if you wish to reproduce
any of the contents.
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BUILT SOMETHING?
BEEN SOMEWHERE?
DONE SOMETHING
INTERESTING?
Tell the Editor. He needs material for the next issue of APC News.
Please include pictures too.
Email: vk3apc@wia.org.au
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THE EDITORS DESK - Ron VK3AFW
May is HAMFEST Month.
I’m hoping it will be as good as previous years. It kicks off a busy week for
me. I’m off to Perth for a one day task and a day after I return it’s off to Adelaide for the AGM at Hahndorf where the reins will be handed over to a
mostly new board of directors. There’s quite a bit of talent there so hopefully they will be able to set a course which satisfies most members and the
ACMA. As usual there is a good partner’s program.
On the first of April Tony VK3CAT and I headed for the hills to play SOTA,
but this time on 160 m and when possible on AM. I worked 7 other tragi's
on summits on 160 m and Tony netted 11. It was a good day out and a bit
different to the usual activation. We had a very successful special on ANZAC Day Tuesday 25th
April. A summary is in this issue.
The antenna refurbishment made significant progress but some work remains.
We continue with some of the material from Peter VK3YE.
Two members, one very new, passed their Foundation licence exam, George Soloner and Shane
Northwest. Hearty congratulations to both.
Don’t forget to send in your contributions for APC News. 73, Ron, VK3AFW
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AN AR7 AND THE WHEEL OF TIME
You will recall we have a restored AR7 in our museum. In idle conversation I have discovered some of its past and find it is likely I was once it’s owner.
In the 1960’s I was working in the R&D Laboratory of the Government Aircraft factory at Fishermens Bend and was wanting to set up a traceable frequency reference for our frequency
counters. Why not use WWV on 5 or 10 MHz and zero beat the 5 MHz oscillator in the counter?
Fine but how to receive WWV on a budget of $0? I discovered that the Department of Supply
Store at Tottenham had 6 AR7 receivers. I raised the appropriate requisition and fronted up
to the counter. “Nah you can’t have one” was the response. I looked at the four under utilized store men and asked why. “We need them to listen to the cricket” was the answer I
eventually winkled out. “Isn’t one enough?” I asked. “Nah, they break down and we’re on
our last one now”.
“Fine” I said. “Let me have two on this chit and I’ll restore both, keep one and you can have
the other as an extra spare.” It seems that the “good” one was not going so well anyway so
in short time I was lugging two sets back to the car.
I did as promised using some capacitors out of our store to replace some leaky grid leak and
screen bypasses and they got an AR7 going almost as good as new. And I got a standard
T&F receiver.
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AN AR7 AND THE WHEEL OF TIME cont’d
As it happened the idea I had was flawed. It wasn’t possible to just beat the local crystal oscillator to better accuracy than about 1 Hertz because of the QSB on WWV. I considered the
usual approach of triggering a CRO with a pulse from the oscillator and observing the drift in
the WWV tone burst over time. I would have only achieved 1 ms per day at best meaning for
the part in 100,000000 I was after a 10 day wait between adjustments. OK for monitoring but
not for adjustment.
There was a budget for external calibrations so the counter was sent out for adjustment and
certification.
In the meantime the AR7 remained on a shelf until “rescued” by a RAAF officer who was I
think a local QA rep. He in turn passed it on to Mike VK3FRTM who kindly donated the AR7
to the Club not long ago. Ian VK3XI fully restored it as reported last issue.
So if my detective work is correct, I have been reunited with an old acquaintance.
I wonder where the other 5 sets went?
Ron,
VK3AFW
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ANTENNA RENOVATION PROJECT
Most of you will be aware that the Committee agreed to replace
the rotator and controller for the HF beam and to attend to any
maintenance required on the triband beam and VHF verticals.
The latter were to be replaced and new coax runs installed.
Some of this work was done recently. A second working bee
was held at the premises on 22 April with Graeme VK3GL leading an enthusiastic group that included Lee VK3GK, Ken
VK3KIM, Mike VK3FRTM and Ron VK3AFW. A couple of other
members dropped by to inspect the goings on.

Left: Ken, Lee and Graeme discuss the assembly of the new rotator
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ANTENNA RENOVATION PROJECT cont’d

The tower was in good condition
but the lowering cable is in poor
shape with broken strands and
must be replaced before the tower
is again folded over. The top bearing is corroded onto the mast and
all attempts to remove it failed. A
new bearing and mast will be required.

Left: Ken holds the next bolt to go in
the rotator
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ANTENNA RENOVATION PROJECT cont’d
Two new VHF/UHF antennas with new feed lines were
installed along with a new
feedline for the Triband
beam. The feeder for the
Fritzel was not changed.

Left: Graeme installing a new
VHF vertical.
Right; Lee checking the instruction sheet before mounting
the rotator on the tower.
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ANTENNA RENOVATION PROJECT cont’d
The new rotator and its control cable was successfully installed.
Feeding the cables down the wall and into the
shack was completed late in the afternoon and
the system has since been tested with good results.

Right: Mike tightens up the mounting bolts on the
rotator
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ANTENNA RENOVATION PROJECT cont’d
The people doing the air
conditioning installation
only left just enough
clearance for the tower.
Good planning?
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HAPPY ANNIVERSARIES
#1
During a recent clean-up at the Club room Ken VK3KIM found some old meeting minutes. It
showed that last year was the 40th anniversary of the Club moving to its current premises. A
pity we overlooked it, but here’s a belated Happy 40th Anniversary Wish

#2
I was reading Kevin VK4UH’s column in AR on meteor scatter the other morning in which he
mentioned the use in the EU of high speed CW for MS. It never really caught on in VK and then
the JT series of programs appeared and changed the game. This lead me to reminiscing.
Some 20 years ago Adrian VK2FZ (now VK4OX) and I used to work regularly on MS using 2 m
SSB. We had a timing protocol, 10 sec Tx, 10 sec Rx with clocks synchronized to 1 sec or better. During the Ross Hull Contest Adrian and I completed most days in our 1 hour schedule. Not only did we exchange call signs (2FZ 3AFW) and reports (eg 57) but also a 3 digit random number. (eg 57 943). We did this for several years.
This morning during my usual AE session on 2 m Gavin VK3HY kindly alerted me to a current
meteor shower and said Adrian was calling on the frequency whenever a burn was detected –
using the 3RGL 2 m beacon. I did hear bits of John VK5PF and I think also Adrian but there
was the usual excitement with several stations calling at the same time and no QSO was made
by me.
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HAPPY ANNIVERSARIES cont’d
The band was pretty quiet but
then just before 10 AM Adrian
came through with a fair signal
and a little flutter. Gavin
worked him and then I called
with a 53 report. Adrian gave
me 57 and we exchanged
73. It was exactly 20 years
since Gavin and I had made a
similar contact with Adrian. A
very nice anniversary present.
I haven't been as excited over
a 2 m contact for a long while.
All thanks to Gavin for priming
me and to Adrian for hanging
around when all the rocks
seemed to have gone.
73
Ron VK3AFW
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Rain was forecast all day and we had a sprinkle
or two early. At 10 AM, with a fine break in the
weather, Murray VK3MJT conducted a poignant
ANZAC Day Ceremony. If anyone has not
heard the poem “Grandpa, what did you do in
the war?” they should Google and read. The
rain arrived shortly after.

Left: Murray conducts the Ceremony.
Photo by Leon VK3DTE
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ANZAC DAY EVENT cont’d

Above. A view of the attendees at the Anzac Day ceremony. The crowd in the hall later was double this
size. Note the threatening weather which held off for the ceremony but not for later events planned for outdoors.
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ANZAC DAY EVENT cont’d
Next was a talk about Australia’s involvement
with wireless from WW1 to WW2. It was given by Ron VK3AFW who used some historic
photos to illustrate his theme, the involvement of Australians in refining Wireless Systems from portable spark sets requiring 10
horses for transport through pedal radios for
the outback and modern valve sets moved
by 3 ton trucks or twenty men. One of the
early trail blazers was Ken Morgan’s father
Arthur Morgan who carried out many tests
using a Stirling airborne transmitter. See
right. The airborne receiving systems were
overcome by on-board interference in those
days.
Above, A Stirling airborne spark transmitter used at the start of WW1
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ANZAC DAY EVENT cont’d
Then there were the “miniature
transceivers” which could be carried in a back pack and spy radios
dropped from aircraft. Australian
built WW2 communication equipment from our museum was also
shown.

WS 208. Picture from VK2BV archives. This set was made by ASTOR in Melbourne as a man-pack set for
artillery support. It was also used in covert operations in PNG and the islands to the North of Australia.
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ANZAC DAY EVENT cont’d
Joe VK3YSP and Julie VK3FOWL put in a great effort starting with an introduction to building
simple electronic kits.

Left: Joe making his presentation.
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ANZAC DAY EVENT cont’d
Next was a simulated aircraft crash search and rescue mission complete with DF gear, digital messages to and from Disaster Control HQ and bandaged
patients.
There is no doubt every one of the approximately
60 people and children who attended got something out of the event. Not only did Joe and Julie
give generosity of their time and knowledge, they
kicked in for the catering.
Kaye VK3FKDW, was the excellent gatekeeper and
helping set up the seating in the hall. Denis
VK3BGS showed another of his talents, Chief
Chef. I enjoyed those sausages. (New phonetics
for Denis - Best Grilled Sausages?)
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ANZAC DAY EVENT cont’d
Ken VK3KIM did an excellent job arranging the venue and the loan of a BBQ. He also spent
time manning the Club station and unlocking various doors and cupboards and keeping an eye
on things.
Leon VK3DTL took a number of photos before his camera died. He also helped by manning the
Museum and giving mini talks on the equipment.
Ken VK3CEK providing a working Morse Sender and set up some beautiful screens of weather
satellites pictures.
Other members helped where needed.
We might not get any new members out of this exercise but if we get some engineers and scientists in 10 –15 years’ time and in the meantime the local community thinks kindly of us then it will
have more than served its purpose.
Yes we had gremlins descend on us, for example the rain washed out most of the outside activities, cameras failed, computers and interfaces did not work as they had the day before, and Radio New Zealand which had been booming in a week ago was not to be heard. A number of other little things went awry.but Joe always had a work-around and the show went on.
APC NEWS Number 251
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MEMBERS GEAR FOR SALE
RTL.SDR (2 available)
$90 each
This item is a USB Software defined radio (receiver). You basically download software
onto your PC. Attach an antenna to the SDR, then off you go. These provide full spectrum from 100 kHz to 1.7 GHz in SSB, AM, CW and FM. These were used as part of my
experimental remote station ideas. I’m now looking for a upgraded SDR for the project.
BaoFeng DM-5R PLUS Dual Band DMR Digital Radio (2 available)
$140 each
These recently released handhelds are dual band (UHF/VHF) analogue and digital
handhelds. They come with a standard and high gain antenna plus an additional 2800
mAh 7.4v large capacity battery, instructional manual and battery charger. Ken Millis and
I recently used these on a trip to Mt Hotham, in digital mode they worked better than expected.
Yaesu ATAS-120A Autotune antenna
$225
This vehicle mounted antenna suits FT857D and FT897D Yaesu radios. The connection
to the antenna is via coax only with no control connection required. Strictly Ham list at
$425 for a new one. I’ve had the item serviced by Yaesu and works fine. I’ve found that
the vibration on the Landcruiser bulbar is too great for this to work effectively for me when
4wd driving. However, Yaesu have built a great integrated product for use with the
FT857D.
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MEMBERS GEAR FOR SALE cont’d
MFJ Noise Blanker MFJ-1026
$225
The MFJ-1026 is designed to reduce noise or interference, or improve desired signals, before the noise affects sensitive receiver circuits.
Yaesu FT 757GX transceiver plus Yaesu FT 757AT
Autotuner
$600
A robust solid state radio.
These items were purchased many years ago
and were operational last time I used them.
Will take offers.
Brian
VK3MCD
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The IARU Region 3 Newsletter
Extracts from Issue 42 – Q1 2017,
Released April 2017
IARU Region 3 Director Speaks at Peak Australian Hamfest
Director Peter Young, VK3MV, was invited to attend the annual Wyong Race Course Field Day
and Hamfest. Young provided a talk on the International Governance of the Amateur Radio
Service and the Role of the IARU. Young has provided this talk to the Hong Kong Amateur
Radio Transmitting Society annual dinner, and at the JARL Tokyo Ham Fair last year. Young
has also provided the talk to many radio clubs in Australia in the last 18 months. Comments
made after these presentations were about “how many amateurs did not know all the work that
was happening behind the scenes to protect amateur spectrum”
Hong Kong now on 5 MHz
The local telecommunication authority in Hong Kong, OFCA, has now allocated 5351.55366.5kHz to the amateur radio service on a secondary basis.
The maximum power permitted is 15 Watt EIRP
http://ofca.gov.hk/filemanager/ofca/common/Industry/broadcasting/hk_freq_table_en.pdf
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The IARU Region 3 Newsletter
Extracts cont’d
Australian university students to launch satellite in 2018
Students at the University of Melbourne are well advanced on a program to build a nanosatellite, with the Wireless Institute of Australia assisting in the IARU frequency and other coordination processes. Through the Melbourne Space Program (MSP) affiliated with the University of Melbourne, all is moving ahead for a hand-over of the nano-satellite in November and a
launch as early as January 2018. Funding comes from the University of Melbourne, while the
Melbourne Space Program is an organisation that holds the licensing, and other matters related to the launch.
In a media release, the MSP revealed that plans are well under way with rideshare provider
SpaceFlight with a contract signed for a November hand-off and its launch as early as January
2018.
It has involved a group of ambitious students, seeking to understand and help redefine the
Australian space sector through innovation in education, economics and policy, as well as engineering.
Australia is the only Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) nation
without a space agency. In 1966, University of Melbourne students built Australia’s first
APC NEWS Number 251
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The IARU Region 3 Newsletter
Extracts cont’d
satellite that was launched in 1970 as Australis Oscar 5, to be tracked by 200 radio amateurs
in 27 different countries.
The Melbourne Space Program has about 70 active members who are students ranging from
1st year university to masters level and post-graduate.
The key objectives include being the first students to launch an Australian nano-satellite, create education, research in space, collaborate with academia and industry, and promote gender
parity in the STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) and Arts disciplines.
Work was continuing launch Australia’s first nano-satellite and more news is expected in coming months.

Copy of Newsletter provided by Peter VK3MV
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CLUB REPEATER CURRENT STATUS
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Extracts from
GETTING BACK INTO AMATEUR RADIO #3
Item 3: Why do people restore old radio gear?
The collection, restoration and use of historical
equipment is another movement in amateur
radio. The musty smell of warming dust, the
heavy clunk of rotary switches and the velvet
smoothness of precision tuning drives are joys
of every use.
Such sensuality is absent from modern plasticfronted, wobbly-knobbed transceivers. Old rig
cabinets felt they had something in them. A
kick would hurt you more than them. And
etched panel markings confirmed they were
built to last.

Above: A classic Yaesu FT101.
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GETTING BACK INTO AMATEUR RADIO #3 cont’d
Right: A rig with
character and performance.
A Collins KWM2

Unlike today’s dainty push buttons with stunted travel and disembodied beep, toggle switches
showed you where they stood. Weight, life and play made adjusting controls for nulls and
peaks (as often required) both a pleasure and occasional frustration. Even if only as mechanical backlash on a bad tuning dial, it was as if the equipment was telling you something, like a
ridden horse does through its reins. Not like newer gear’s lack of tactility which is like a ‘dead
fish’ handshake, all take and no give.
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GETTING BACK INTO AMATEUR RADIO #2 cont’d
There are psychic as well as
physical joys.
The thrill of
bringing neglected or dead
equipment to life drives many.
It’s an underestimated skill.
You start with nothing and almost anything done represents
progress when building from
scratch. Whereas with a repair
it is very easy to render something that’s 80% good completely useless with a careless
drop or slip.
The drive to recreate a beginner station you previously owned (or wished you owned) is another reason to favour old equipment. At one time this was invariably tube gear. However 1970s
analogue dial transceivers are also now starting to be referred to as ‘vintage’ in used-equipment
ads. There are many available since a large number of people were entering amateur radio at
the time and old-timers were changing from tube to solid state. Similarly, long-time 27 MHz operators cannot fail to notice often high asking prices for certain older models of CB transceiver.
See Cobra 25 above selling for $100.
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GETTING BACK INTO AMATEUR RADIO #3 cont’d
My theory is that work and family responsibilities ease when people enter their 50s and 60s. Personal wealth also often peaks around then. Combined with nostalgic sentiment, made more intense as the world changes, this creates a market for products that will help relive actual or regretfully missed youth experiences. As the cohort of 60-year-olds changes, so does the era of
‘peak nostalgia’, which may now be entering the 1970s. If you’ve missed that boat, stock up on
1980s computer games and ‘ghetto blasters’ now!
Repairers and restorers must often draw on multiple sources for information and parts. Electronic disposals stores have all but died out and some hamfests, swap meets and radio rallies are
struggling. However, the internet has transformed buying and selling by enabling a global marketplace. Those in cities may pine for the old ‘Radio Row’ or ‘Silicon Alley’ but those never near
them will prefer how things are today.

Enjoyed the read? There’s more in ‘Getting back into Amateur Radio’ by Peter Parker VK3YE. It’s
available as an ebook through Amazon for $6.99. Search the title on Amazon, like ‘VK3YE Radio
Books’ on Facebook or visit vk3ye.com for more details.
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MULTIMETER CALIBRATION DAY
Do you want to check the accuracy of your multimeter? A limited number of point checks will be available
for DC voltage and current, AC voltage and current, Resistance, Capacitance and Inductance.
From 9:30 AM on at the Club Rooms on Saturday 24rh June.
A gold coin donation for each meter tested will be appreciated.
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EVENTS CALENDAR

CLUB EVENTS FOR 2017 Updated 8 May 2017

The following events are in addition to the normal weekly and monthly meetings.

They include the events the Club normally undertakes plus all WIA sponsored events for which there
are dates. If you know of an event that should be added please email the editor.
APC NEWS Number 251
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EVENTS CALENDAR
EVENT DATE

EVENT NAME

th

13 May
st

21

M&DRC Hamfest

May

Jamboree on the Trail

th

th

st

th

th

th

th

VHF UHF Winter Field Day

th

th

12 , 13 , August 2017 0300z to 0300z

Remembrance Day Contest

00:01UTC 19 August to 2400UTC 20 August
2017 (48 hours)
26th August

International Lighthouse Lightship Weekend –
ILLW.
ALARA Contest

8th, 9th,10th,11th September

ALARA Meet, Cairns.

7th, 8th October 0800 UTC Saturday to 0800
UTC Sunday
14th, 15th October 0800 UTC Saturday to 0800
UTC Sunday

Oceana DX Contest, Phone.

20th, 21st, 22nd October

Jamboree on the Air.

19 , 20 , 21 May
17 , 18

th

WIA AGM Hahndorf SA
th

and 24 25 June

International Museums Weekends.

24 , 25 June
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LIKE TO JOIN US AT THE M&DRC?
Annual Membership Fees are due 1st July.
Pro rata payment for new members in first year
Schedule of Fees (Annual)

Amount

Joining Fee

Nil

Annual Membership Fee, standard

$45.00

Student, Retiree, Pensioner Annual Membership Fee

$40.00

Family Membership Fee

$60.00

Honorary and Life Members Membership Fee

Nil

Send your application with cheque† to:
The Secretary M&DRC
Box 58,
Highett,
Victoria
Australia 3190.
APC NEWS Number 251
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PAYING SUBSCRIPTIONS
Paying by computer.
Go to Internet Banking on your computer and select the account from which you want to make the
funds transfer. Do not select a Credit Card Account. In the “Transfer Money” screen enter the following.
1
In the ACCOUNT NAME box to which the funds are to be transferred,
enter MOORABBIN AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB INC
2
In the BSB box enter the number 033-385
3
In the ACCOUNT NUMBER box enter the number 77-4955
4
In the TRANSACTION DETAILS or ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION box enter your name or Call sign
in uppercase.
5
Email the treasurer to advise of your payment.
Paying by cash over the counter at the bank
Go to a Westpac bank and fill out a deposit slip as below. Take this plus the necessary cash to the
teller.
1
In the FOR CREDIT OF box enter MOORABBIN AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB INC
2
In the BSB box enter the number 033-385
3
In the ACCOUNT NUMBER box enter the number 77-4955
4
In the TRANSACTION DETAILS or ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION box enter your name or Call sign
in uppercase.
5
Collect the receipt and email the treasurer to confirm payment.
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M&DRC MEETINGS, ACTIVITIES AND
SPEAKER SCHEDULE 2017
MONTH

DATE

May
June

Friday
9th

SPEAKER

DATE

ACTIVITY

No Meeting, Hamfest next
day.

Saturday 27th

HF antenna rebuild working bee.

TBA

Saturday 23rd

Multimeter Calibration Day

there or
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TRADE DISCOUNTS
FOR CLUB MEMBERS at ALTRONICS and JAYCAR.
Moorabbin and District Radio Club Inc. members can now buy over the counter at Trade prices
from both Altronics and Jaycar. When making a purchase ask for Trade Discount and for Altronics quote the Club's Trade account number 32323 and your call sign or for Jaycar quote
Customer Number 45400209. This is NOT a charge account so you use your money.
Note: Minimum purchase of $20 may apply.
Check out these companies at their websites.

http://www.altronics.com.au

Get your Club photo ID
discount card NOW
http://www.jaycar.com.au
APC NEWS Number 251
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CLUB NETS
VHF net.
Wednesdays: 146.550 MHz FM
Starts at 20:00 (local)

HF net
Wednesdays: 3.566 MHz (± QRM) LSB.
Starts at 20:30 (local).
Note: this is in recess but do feel free to
come on and call.

Drive Time net

For
more
information
about D-STAR go to the
Club’s web page

Week days:
146.550 MHz FM
Starts at about 16:40 (local)

www.mdrc.org.au

Please drop in and join the Nets and catch up on the
latest happenings around the Club.
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D- STAR repeaters are now
operational.
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click on the link to
Susan VK3ANZ’s
Newbies Guide to
Using D-STAR
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CLUB MEETINGS
Formal Meeting.
Second Friday night of the
month, 8:00 PM and
Coffee Group.

Informal Meeting.
Fourth Saturday morning of the
month 10:00 AM
Check the web site and the
weekly Club nets for the latest
doings.
APC NEWS Number 251
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Every Tuesday morning 10:00 AM to 11 AM.
Retired? Come along, swap
yarns, bits of gear and info or
get helpful advice all with a biscuit and a cuppa.
Visitors are always
welcome.
Free disposal items for
financial members at most
meetings
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS AND OFFICE BEARERS
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Committee members:
Combined Clubs Reps:
Publicity Officer
Repeaters
Webmaster:
Museum Officer
Speaker schedule
Education and Training
Station Officer:
QSL Cards
Librarian:
Magazine Editor:
Assistant Editor:
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VACANT
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